
12-17-76-Nothing 
12-20-76—-Speech by Canale, assisted by John Carlisle, address 

to the regional meetings of the State Bar-date 1/15/71. 

No justification, already public records. 

2¢-Claim that police pictures are confidential source. 7(D) 

: No justification, already public records. 

3. Autopsy pictures and pictures taken ‘at the hospital 

earlier. No justification, public records; also 

James Lesear purchased videotape prepared by medical 

examiner. 

4. Ray's "personal records," missing serials. 7(c) public 

domaine 

\{5. Deletion of Jerry Ray's name. 

J6. In volumes 9210 the name of the D.A.'s investigator. 

L7. Serial 1062-worksheets do not disclose withholdings 

of entire pages. 

8. Serial 1290, 1059, 1066, 1113, No exemptions,embdarras- 

- ment is nct an exemption. 

Lo. Withholding of FBI agents names. No provision of 

the act. People assigned to the review have no 

Knowledge of the case. H.W. 

3-22-77— Section 36, withheld all 7 pages of serial 3348. 

JustificationYnot within scope of request." 

2. Four requests, date back to 1969. Withholding 

information from 4/15/75 request. 

3. Entire FBI H.Q. file. 

4. Cointelpro-sanitation. workers-invaders files, 

Se Sub A; News story by Les Payne 

6. Requests for photographs dating back to 1969, 

Repeated request 4/15/75. Provided serials to photographs 

but did not provide photographs. 40 photocraphs 

referred to in an earlier serial. Has not been 

informed that those more recently supplied are tzose 

‘reférred to in Serial 146, 

9-3-77= Records on Harold Weisberg relating to overztrow 

cf government. 

ExnipiTr A



“3. Records on the contents of Harold Weisberg's garbage. 

3. Names which are not secret are masked. James C. 

Hardin and Blackie Austin. 

4. Continuing obliteration af the names of special 

agents, when they are not secret. 

Se Serial 4306-The judge Casey paragraph on page 2. 

6. References to memoranda, which was not included. # tee” 

7e Records relating to Ray's arrest and ‘to the notification 

of H.Qe and the A.G. Statement issued on his arrest. 

8. Promises by FBI and letter signed by Kelly for material 

from Mephis field office. 

9. Cointelpro files. Have agents working on them 

who are not familiar with case, feel compelied 

to withhold names of_informers, some are public, 

some are in Mephis prosecution court records. 

5-15-77= Section 57-Left side of the pages. are Missinge 

2--Colombus serials-The names of Billet-S3uccelli ware 

masked. Public record-Pittsburgh press of 4/13/77. 

3- Serial 4442-Sides and bottoms also missing. 

5. Unrecorded memorandum following serial 4453-refereance 

to earlier record. Date of record 5/13/68. Date 

of FOIA request 1969. 
6. Section 58-Tllegiability of most serial numbers. 

Incomplete and reverse order. 

Serials 4552-4545 not provided, not indicated as 

withheld. 

8. Serial 4521 is described as of 5 pages, dated June 7. 

Nothing of this description was previded. Cannot 

make out the serial, of 4 pages dated 6/6. 

9. Serial 4501-4505 were not provided. Not indicated as 

withheld. 6/17/68 memo from Rosen to DeLoach refers 
to attachments not provided. Can't make serial out. 

10. Unnecessary obliteration of names. 4460m "Fat Man" 

. is knowne Name is McDouldton. 

11. Serial 4515=-public official Mawnsell. Name of 
aD 

public official who held a press conference. 

  

12. Jerry Ray's wife. In earlier serials not withheld, 

can lead to confu sion. 
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136 Serial 58 attachments are not attached. Last 

number is 4559. 

5-16-77—= Section 59=-Tops of pages all black, illegible. 

2- Serial 4662-Obliterated name of British detective 

Phillip Birch. Name in newspaper print. 7(c) 

3. Aero-Marine obliterated. 

4. Withholding Marjorie Fetters name. - . te 
-- 

Replacement of Section 59. : 

5-21-77—= May 1968, gave SA Lichtinger copies of a2 sketch ‘ 

and picture copies of which have not been proviced. 

Might be in Baltimore FO, should be relevant records 

pertaining to these. Will contest B(2) exemption. 

2e Withholding of names James Hardin, Paul Bridcemen, 

Marjorie FetterS», 

3. Serials from other agencies having no FOIA/PA bdackloc.e 

5-26-77—= Serials 4692 of 14 ppe 7(c)(D) 

2- Serials 4694 of 10 pp. 7(C)(D) 

3. Serial 4664-Canadian Mounties 7(D) public domain 

4. Serial 4667-4681 Non-existing exemption 

Se Serial 4673 7(C) Stories and pictures in the papers. 

6. Serial 4675-4677-named masked 7(a) | 
7e Masking of Ray's medical records. 

8. Memo to Vinson. follows 4692. Agent who compiled 

that Atlanta report is masked. Public record 

in the lawsuit. 

9. Make note to Jim. 

5-28-77— Section 62-Wants a statement on each exemption | 

claimed by Globe. Is entitled to it. Ng exemotions | 

specified., Replacement of Section 62 witn all 

unjustifiable withholdings eliminated. Blankes a 

claim to 7(C)(D) and b(3). Not a_sincle reference | : ‘ 
  

to a single claimed exemption. 

2. Serial 4698= 7(C)(D) withholding not justified. 

Serial 4699— 7(C)(D) 

[4 Nithholding of typed FBI notation on a letter in f 

which Mr. Hoover asked for a cartoon printed in 

a publication, favorable to the Bureau. ~/C) unreasscnable. 

5. Serial 4708-Withholding of the names of Bureau   
  

of Prison officials on Ray's security. Names were | 
SS ar 2. 3 Se = 7am oe 7 er = er id
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Te 

8. 

9 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

7 
with official duties. 7(C) 

Serial 4725-Names of public officials performing 
qe SSS 

public functions withheld. 7(C) 

Serial 4755-Obliterated names of all registered at the GED 

Rebel Motel where Ray stayed. 7(C) Same standard 
not applied to Black Lorraine Hotel. - 
Section 62, Serial 4760-Table of Contents missing-=- 
no claim to any exemption. 
Cover page HrWithheld, four full Daraaraphs of 
what Judge Casey said in connection with Rav 
not knowing of the success of his appeal, in 
which Judge Casey was Overruled, and of his successful 
escape attempt two weeks after this favorable 
appeals ruling. No exemption specified, 

Pages I through M, without any Oxemotion. 

Page Ny withholding was:hot’an inforrant ana 
net an exclusive source. 

Page O-Withholding of the "re" before interviewed, 
Or "contacted." Name is that of a known convicted 
Criminal, released long ago=no exemption being 
applicable, 

Page T-Same withholding of "re." Withholding 
of a numberof a building. 7(C)(D) b(3) claim 
not specified. Later pages withholding of the 
account of the arrest. Already released and 

public domain. 

Page FF-Person who was supposed to see Ray's 

Sister withheld. What exemption? 

Page TT-Carol Pepper's father's name is withheld. 
At least dozen pages referring to Jerry Raynes as 
her father is public domain. what exemption? 
Page Ww-Names withheld public, no Privacy exemption. 
Page AAA-Garol Pepper's father's purchase of his 
small place. Purchase public and recorded. 
Within what exemption? 

Table of Contents of next session-names of ail 

the criminals whose convictions are pudlic record 

are withheld-no privacy question. 

 



19. 

20. 

21. 

226 

Gs) 

23. 

25-6 

Ce 

5-31-77- 

“2e 

36 

46 

Se 

66 
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Page 20-wWhat is withheld has been released. 

Page 15-Reference to Owens who was arrested 

with Ray-withheld. 

Page 59-Withholding of a date, where a former 

fellow inmate claims to have spoken to Ray after 

his escape in St. Louis. Has. been released. 

Privacy exemption for the calender? ~ - 

Page 71-withheld name of the "cat man" who is 

dead. Place of birth,,date of birth also withheld. 

The hall in which a prisoner was incarcerated 

in the Missouri pen is withheld. How does it 

meet requirement of 7(C)(D) or 3(3). 

103 entire pages missing-no exemption. — 

Interviews of James Earl Ray's father, which 

conclude with a reference to the agents’ exnanations 

of the harboring statue. How can 7(C)(D) or 

B(3) apply. 

Jump from 166 to 174-no exemotiongn, no clain 

to any exemption. Refers to Jerry Raynes daughter 

Carol; son John and the people who boucht St. 

Louis house. 

Harold enclosed worksheets for Section 62 to 

show the quality of xeroxing, After examination 

return to Jim, plus replacing of the worksheets 

of the last two batches. 

Files loaned to the FBI 35 years ago, plot to 

overthrow the government. FBI said destroyed. 

Does not believe. 

Name of prosecutcr, and elected public officials 

withheld. Mentioned only in terms of office they 

were elected to. No basis for withholding. 

Section 63, Serial 4675-Long interview with 

Benny Edmondson. 

Serial 4794-wWithholding relating to Raymone 

Curtis. OT 

Serial 4826. 

Section 64-Withholding Raymond Curtis's name. 

Name released in earlier serials. 
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8. 

9 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13% 

14. 
15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19% 

20. 

21. 

G 

Serial 4845-Names of Bureau of Prison officials 

not masked in this serial, masked in earlier 

serials. Public domain. 

Serial 4746-47 page New Orleans report, deals 

with Charles Stein and the phone calls. All 

names withheld in index except Ray and Dr. King. 

Section 65, Serial 4851-Obliterates the number 
of the advertised temporary post office box 

the Ray brothers took for fund solicitations. 

Serial 4853-References to memos not provided 

references to Ray's correspondence about counsel. 

Correspondence also withheld..Exemption 7(D) 
Public in court records. 

Serial 4859 and later serials withhold the name 
of the late Willie Somersett. Publications 

in 1967, 1971. No question of Privacy and there 
is no secret source. 

Serial 4874-withholds the names of Ray's guards. 
All in court records. 

Section 66, Serials 4902,4928-Same withholding. 

Serial 4886-withholding of what was supplied 

by the RCMP. Was to be available for expected 

trial. 7(C)(D) invoked. 

Serial 4890, 4892, 4898-7(C)(D)-withholding 

related to internal bickering not justified. 

Section 66, all of Serial 4919 withheld. , No 

exemption claimed. What has been written under 
"remarks" is earased. 

Serial 4960, although worksheets indicate no 
withholding, there is withholding. 

Serial 4982- Missing attachments. Final Scotland 
Yard report on Ray's activities in Britain. 

Violation of Ray's rights. Embarrasment no 
exemption. 

Section 67-Cover page is missing. 

Serial 4983-Material from Atlanta F.O. report 
of 7/30/68. Missing, letter post office supplied 
on Locksmith mail order course, March 23, 1968. 
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22. Serial 4983, 4987-Curtis's name withheld then 

written in, sometimes illegible. 

23. Serial 4987-Everything withheld on front page 

has been released. 

24. Section 68, Serial 5017-More Somersett/Ainsworth 
withholding. 

25. Withhdldings of those people charged, tried, 

convicted in the Dahmer killings. No privacy 

exemption applies. 

26. Section 5030-withholding of reports on the behavior 
of several men at William Len Hotel in Mephis, 

time of assassination. Withholding of Phoney 

I.D.e they presented. 7(C) Protection of privacy 
for phony I.D? One name is Walker. Also name 

of hotel is withheld. 

27. Section 69-Serial 5105-Obliterates names of 

Clay Blair, whose book appeared in 1963, and 

the man who ran the bartending school 2sy attended, 
28. Withholding of information obtained from Ray 

when he was a witness under subpeona. 

29. Serial 5109-Originally withheld name of Denald Wood. 
Look magazine and Huie released Wood's name 

in public record. 7(C)(D). 

30. Well publicized name of Scotland Yard inspec tor 

and sergeant. 7(C)(D) Public in court records. 
31. Serial 5110, same Scotland Yard inspector's 

name withheld. Claim to 7(C). Again widely 
public. 

32. Serial 5114-Masks the names of agents already 
released in court records. 

33. Serial §116-Originally masked the name of Al con 

Chief of Police on 7(C). Mention of nim only 
in connection with his official position. 

34. Serial 5118-Withholds names the FbI released 

last year. 

35. Serial 5120-Information relating to people i 

the Klan withheld. 7(D) 

36. Serial 5131-Name of Mephis sheriff originall 
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6-2-77- 

6-18-77 

376 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

26 

36 

4. 

26 

3. 

int eree e Ee  e 3 or yew 

Bb ; 

Serial 5142-Refer to Jim. 

Serial 5150-Joe Heston's delayed report on the 

Mexico information. Every name withneld. Names 

all public . 

Pictures Ray took and commercial photographers 

not provided. , 

Serial 5154-Leave exemption up to Jim. Dealing 

with CPR report and offer to kill King for $100,000. 

Serial 5156-withheld name of the prosecutor 

and what transpired in open court and was ine 

corporated in that judge's order, 

Serial 5158 and 5160-Mr. Hoover's memorandum 

to AAG Pollack and the Birmingham airtel relating 

to interview with William Bradford Huie. Dates 

9/10 and 9/2/68. Yet no prior record? Does 

not believe it. See Jim. 

Serial 5165-Protected privacy of the Willian 

Len Hotel-not blocked out months ago. 

Agent John Hartingh agreed some withholdings 

should not have been withheld, but still are. 

Withheld inmates names FBI interviewed, excuse 

to protect them from retaliation. Yet interviewed 

them:in full view of other inmates. ; 

Withheld names of people in Aeromarine Story. 

Received internationally publicity. 

In-court admissions of FBI witnesses. No basis 

for withholding. Dealing with Ray not knowing 

anything about rifles. — 

Harold angry over poor work by Goble. 

Section 5314-Withheld name of one quoted by 

name in magazine that has world's largest circulation. 

7(C) and 2 claimed. 

First 12 pages of Section 72, withheld names 

of witnesses who were subpeoned, and whose names 

are public; name of women who laid Ray and whose 

name is public; names of public officials when 

their names also have been published, names 

of those arrested and publicly chargee in the 

 



PeSe 

6-19-77 

6-18-77 

6-20-77 

7-1-77 

7-10-77 

Alton Bank robbery; Bonebrake received extensive 

international publicity. 

4..Withholding of Lee Harvey Oswald's serial number 

after entire military record was printed in the 

Warren Commission. 

Higgins has withheld Raul Esquivel Sr. name which 

Harold's Weisberg published in 1971. 7(C)_ 
2. Replacements of all Sections of the 10th and 

all related worksheets. Bad xeroxing. 

3e No more not being able to determine what exemption 

you are claiming. 

4. Serial 5612-Top record is not identified or referred 

to in worksheet. Provided four of 5 paces. 

No way of knowing what claim FBI is making for 

withheld page. Challenge withholding of three 

paragraphs of the second page. Dealing with 

FBI trying to interview Ray. 

Efforts to get personal records for two years. 

ie Not using indexes 

2. Serial 5390-withholding of names Gesebrecht and 

Appel; D.A. Garrison. 7(C)(D) b(2) public for 

years. 

3- Serial=-5387-Withholding of McFerrin, Recditt, 

Richmond, Bill Sarter and black fireman names. 

Ali public. Also Mephis reporters, produce company 

LeLe and Les; driver of gold cadillac and the 

trucker of strawberries. 

4. Notcopy of Serial 5331. 

Nothing 

Wants aerial views which he discussed with Ralph 

Harph on. 6/30. 

2. Print of sketch called crime scene, marked by 

hand item 6. 

3- No picture of mockup made by FBI. One vdicture 

looking downe 

4. Mephis evidence not ‘mentioned. Mepnis evidence 

confiscated and kept secret. 
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7-14-77 

9-10-77 

. 5. 

6e 

Te 

8. 

9 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16.6 

“476 

2e 

36 

{oO 

Cigarette remains withheld on technicality. 

Number of New Orleans investigations not indicated 

in 44-388613; include general and specific locations, 

persons, phone numbers and number of other leads. 

Investigations of certain bars not reflected 

in 44-38861. 

File records; the fact of Bill Huie’s giving 

the FBI what he got from Ray but what he got 

is not included. 

Atlanta, Birmingham, Chicago, St.Louis, Los 

Angelos, Washington, and Arizona F.O. investigations 

not indicated. 

Omission of 623 Royal Street Address, also one 

of the sources of cigarette remains,Marlboro; 

Also mention of a well known French Quarter 

establishment; The court of the Two sisters; 

adress 613 Royal Street. 

Omission of the proximity of the place where 

Ray bought the rifle. 

Location of the Birmingham office of Double- 

Chek. 

No mention of Arthur Hanes’ CIA connection after 

he left the FBI. 

Fingerprint files holds no reference to a handprint 

of wnich much was made after it was photographed 

on the Mephis flophouse's bathroom wall. 

Serial 5914-with a Mephis airtel of 4/13/68 

the names of Seven SA's all withheld. Publicly 

known as FBI agents. 

Withholding of named suspects. 7B3I says one 

killer Ray; no conspiracy, so release. 

No worksheet with Serial 5914. 

Nothing 

Claim that there were no field office indexes 

to the relevant files. Proof they did exists 

proof from files in queston. 

Missing attachments; yet in each case another 

source of the attachment exists in the records. 

Resolvement of Mounty issue by sending me a 
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6. 

9e 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14.6 

15. 

166 

17. 

18. 

t 

sarbon of letter FB was t. write. No carbon- 
£ 
: no, word. : 

Withholding of the name of a ranking police 

officer who was holiing a press conference; 

public domain. 

Prorise to review miskings ¢fter five volumes 

had keen processed. , Now toid will not Se done 

to all else is. 7 ° 

FbI sti:l withholding the nzé.1es of subpeoned 

witnesse? and those included in the narration at 

the guily »lea hearing. Wit:holding public 

information. ‘ 

Withholding or: Hard:ne 

Informant withzeld who spoke to Mark Lane and 

House Assasesinatio.s Commit” .2 member. 

Stonewalling on th-: April 1, 1975, part of the 

requeste- 

Crime scene pictures-To'd wi: “ongressional 

Committee requests dates b-ck to “94S. 

Murkin files identifies and desc'ibes two diffe 

sets of pictures; one bu local : ice one by FBI. 

The pictures received do not ma .®% the descriptions 

in therecords. . 

Given xeroxes of a later set <aken by “3I, late 

in 1968 at time trial was sear: numb-~.: also 

do not matche 

Set provided by Ralph Harp numbered 94 wh?iras 

serial specified 47. Serial 146 indicated as 

the first of these items. 

Missing one of the two sets of aerial photos; either 

hose by the FBI or MPD. 

Not provided with any lefts to rights on the i 

Louw/Time Ince pictures. Believes FBI has these. * 

No response to records the FBI released to ‘ 

Church committee. 

Asked for the Hoover approval of the olanting 

of a story critical of King for staying at a 

white-owned motel. Date 3/28/68. 

Also requested record on there not being a 
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M2, 
“black messiah" unless he was the F3I’s. Public 

domaine 

19. Obliteration in copies of the indexes to the 

29 volumes of evidence given to the Mephis prosecution. 

* Not given replacement copies. 

20. Mephis police reports that OPR used-Covered by = 

request. FBI pretends they have no standing. 
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